HighAltitudeOmicsDB have three browsing options

1. Browse from the database list

2. Uploading users list
in a given format of
sample file.

3. Copy and paste the
list in the box as per
example format shown
here.

4. Browsing the
list using any
three options
would lead to
table as shown in
example here.

5. Selecting any protein
from list as shown in
example would direct it
to its information page
that is divided into six
sections.

6. First Section of the information page displays knowledge base
information of the proteins such as any aliases, chromosomal
location, Sequence length, Uniprot ID, Enzyme Commission
Number, Protein family Information (Pfam) Id, Protein Databank
(PDB) Id, The Integrative Protein Signature Database (InterPro) Id,
Single Nucleotide Polymorphism Database (dbSNP) Id.

The table content can be exported to
Excel as well CSV file. It also have
integrated search option.

7.Second Section displays Proteinprotein interaction network of 50
closely associated interactors
known from variety of sources
such as experimental data,
computational
prediction
methods, public text collections
etc.

8. Additionally this section
displays calculated gene
semantic similarity matrix
between 51 interactors to asses
similarity through common
molecular function.
Its also highlights scores of
genes that are already present
in HighAltitudeOmicsDB
database

The matrix can be downloaded in tab separated values format.

The table content can be exported to
Excel as well CSV file. It also have
integrated search option.

9. Third section displays protein association with HA stress. The details presented in table are human protein symbol, source organism, tissue
of expression, Level of Hypoxia, Altitude, Duration of the experiment, Level of expression, Fold Change, Experiment Details, Geographical
location, Ethnicity etc. The short describtion of these feature are as follows.
1. The level of hypoxia is for those studies that uses artificially create hypobaric hypoxia in lab environment with similar oxygen partial
pressure that existed at that altitude.
2. Source organism could any mammalian and non-mammalian system from human, lab animals, wild type, Avies etc.
3. Tissue of expression describe which specific tissue was selected for experimental study
4. The Altitude of studies incorporated in database ranges from 2500 m (medium Altitude) to ~7000 m (Extremely high altitude).
5. Duration exposure ranges from few hours to months and years. Also there is separate category for natives
6. . Level of expression could be describe in three categories i.e upregulated, downregulate and no change.
7. The experiment details can be categorize in three genomics, proteomics and transcriptomics.
8. Population Ethnicity for human study
9. Control group description and its fold change.

10.Fourth section list of TF
and miRNAs that are known to
regulate the display protein.
The TFs were source from
primary
repositories
i.e. TFcheckpoint, DBD, TcoFDBV2, TRANSFAC databases.
Whereas associated list of
miRNAs have been source
from
MirTarBase
and
miRecords
databases
respectively.

11.Fifth section list of Gene
ontology and KEGG pathway
association source from
DAVID and KEGG mapper
tools.

The table content can be exported to
Excel as well CSV file. It also have
integrated search option.

The table content can be exported to Excel as well CSV file. It also have
integrated search option.

The table content can be exported to
Excel as well CSV file. It also have
integrated search option.

12. Sixth section displays the list of
associated diseases and drugs. The list are
sourced from DisGeNET and DGIdb 3.0
databases. The drug –protein association
can help to show therapeutic importance of
this protein. If this protein is drugable target
with existing drugs or not. Similarly disease
association of any target shows that
abnormality in expression could be
responsible for maladies in different disease
that is tissue specific. Help in screening for
important
candidate
for
biomarker
comparing with those that don’t express in
any maladies.

HighAltitudeOmicsDB have two search options

14. Second search option is
combination
search
where
features such altitude, time, level
of regulation could be used in the
different combination to filter out
specific dataset of proteins.

13. First search option is based on
single feature search. That again
divided into direct high altitude
associated feature such as
chromosome location, Duration
of
experiment,
tissue
of
expression, ethnicity (human
studies), source organism, level of
regulation , geographical location,
biomarker association. Second
group is indirect associated
features such as associated list of
TFs, miRNAs, Diseases, Drugs,
Gene Ontology and KEGG
pathways.

15. First search option is based on
single feature search. Specially
direct high altitude associated
feature such as chromosome
location, Duration of experiment,
tissue of expression, ethnicity
(human
studies),
source
organism, level of regulation ,
geographical location, biomarker
association.

16.All different available
option examples have been
shown here. Searching from
any list would leads to a list
proteins that are associated
with the search feature
shown in adjacent column of
table. The filtered table can
be downloaded in excel as
well as CSV format and can
be used in further analysis

17. In indirect feature option similar results can be seen as in high altitude associated features search. The examples of this feature search
shown. Similar type of table would appear in this as in high altitude associated features search. This filtered table can also be downloaded in
excel as well as CSV format and can be used in further analysis.

